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Mayor’s Education Summit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context MattersElementary and middle school teacher, middle school assistant principal, high school principal, assistant superintendent curriculum and instruction, area superintendent, chief operating officer, superintendent of a district with 25,000 students, superintendent of Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools the nation’s 18th largest district with 138,000 students PreK-12, 178 schools, 17,700 staff members, and a budget of more than $1.15 billionCharlotte Mecklenburg Schools:Selected as the winner of the Broad Prize for Urban Education given to school districts that demonstrate the best overall performance and improvement in student achievement while reducing achievement gaps among poor and minority students (2011).NAEP leaderIncreased the percentage of schools making expected or high growth in the state accountability system (ABCs) from 54.3 percent to 85.4 percent (2006-2011).Increased the graduation rate from 66.1% to 73.6% (2009-2011).Exited Title I District Improvement (2010).Secured $766 million for facilities construction and renovations, with 68 percent of voters passing a $516 million bond referendum in 2007 and obtaining $250 million in Certificates of Participation funding.Lead over $146 million budget reduction process in response to economic downturn (2009-2011).The challenge of being a former superintendentNews Corporation: Senior executive in a new division working with school districts to implement the division’s programs, as well as review their integrity and effectiveness.  News Corporation’s Education Division is focused on individualized, technology-based content and learning opportunities that support world class student and teacher performance, as well as digital assessment tools for K-12 students in the United States that help eliminate the achievement gap.Our long term economic success is not possible without dramatic improvement in education
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Ensuring All Children Learn to the Best 
of Their Ability 
 Leading a Large Diverse School District 
 Theory of Action 
 Alignment 
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Presentation Notes
Superintendent is a very difficult jobMost likely one of the largest businesses in the communityConstantly in the public eyeEveryone has an opinion about schoolsPolicy versus operations Above the line and below the lineSchool districts must design and implement a district-wide strategy in order to fully achieve their objectives and the associated milestones at scale.  A theory of action can facilitate effective strategy developmentTheory of Action: Strategic Approach to Improving Student AchievementAlignment of actions



Alignment (The Easy Part) 
 Mission 
 Vision  
 Core Values and Beliefs 
 Board Commitments 
 Operating Principles for Instruction 
 Strategic Initiatives and Annual Board Projects 
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All are in place in Anchorage CRSSAspirational



Strategic Initiatives and Annual Board Projects 
 Develop a District Long-Range Fiscal Plan 
 Develop a Value-Based Budgeting System 
 Review Math Curriculum 
 Career/Technical and Vocational Comprehensive Plan 
 Develop a Comprehensive Model for Staff Evaluation Based on 

Classroom Effectiveness 
 Develop Improvements in Bond and Capital Improvement Plans 
 Response to Instruction System 
 Management Review 
 Review and Prioritize Native Education Services 
 Enhance Effectiveness of Board Communications 
 Partnership and Merging Services with MOA 
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Covered many major areasBoard versus staffSequence of reformScope and scale



Alignment (The Hard Part) 
 Policies 
 Strategic Plan 
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More difficultReverse the orderStrategic Plan: CascadeDefine the issue set, what we stand for.Define ValuesDevelop Goals the Reflect the ValuesDevelop Strategies to Achieve the GoalsEnact Tactics to Implement the StrategiesGoalsTargetsTimelinesEvidence of SuccessOwner



Policy 
 The Superintendent will develop regulations and strategies 

designed to measure and ensure that all schools have a 
reasonable balance of teachers who are new and/or 
experienced, a significant complement of teachers with 
advanced degrees and certifications (e.g., National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards certification), and a 
significant number of teachers with a history of moving their 
students to high levels of academic achievement.  The 
Superintendent should use both financial and non-financial 
staff incentives to support an equitable distribution of 
effective teachers and school administrators across the school 
system. 
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Input regulation entails policymakers prescribing what entities must do to qualify as legitimate providers. Outcome-based accountability relies on setting performance targets that providers must meet.  And market-based quality control permits the universe of users to choose their preferred providers – and then trusts that market pressures will reward good providers and eventually shutter lousy ones.  The obvious problem with input regulation is that policing inputs and processes can’t ensure quality much less efficiency.  The value and reach of outcome based accountability is hostage to the development of high-quality, granular assessments.  The degree to which competing for students enables meaningful quality control, however, depends on the degree to which parents and educators are discerning and demanding consumers.



Alignment (The Hardest Part) 
 Budget 
 Comprehensive Accountability System 
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Hardest partsFiscally dependentLimited financial resources, 85% personnel costsCollective bargainingCycle of continuous improvement, support, pressure and transparencyStrategic plan became my evaluation, makes it a priority; have to follow through, cascade 



Levers for Change 
 Effective Leaders 
 Effective Teachers 
 Using Data, Accountability Systems and Performance 

Management 
 Differentiated Support/Resources 
 Utilize Technology 
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Where there is more than incremental improvement, it is about human capital, talent and leadership.Effective leaders: Develop a pipelineEffective teachers: Teachers need even more sophisticated abilities to teach more complex curriculum, to the growing number of students who have fewer educational resources  at home, are English language learners and have distinctive learning needsThe emphasis is no longer on highly qualified teachers, but on ensuring that every student has access to a teacher that is highly effective and can move the dial on student achievement outcomes.To ensure that every child learns from the most effective teacher possible, schools must be able to gauge teacher performance fairly and accuratelyIf you don’t tell the truth to adults, you may be lying to childrenYou can’t fire your way to greatness.Movin’ It or “churning”, treating each individual’s measured effectiveness as a “fixed” trait at a key point in time. (Recruit, retain, remove)Improvin’ It or “learning”, treating each individual’s measured effectiveness as a “mutable” trait that can improve over time. (Induct, support, professionally develop, feedback) Identify, Recruit, Hire, Place, Support (Induction/Mentor), Professional Development, Evaluate, Compensate/Reward, Promotion, Retain/DismissUsing Data, Accountability Systems and Performance Management: Cycle of continuous improvement, support, pressure and transparency Have a plan letting the staff and public know what is important (CMS Strategic Plan), include specific measurable goals to accomplish (including the level of performance or achievement and the date by which to accomplish them) and align the organization’s actions and resources toward achieving the goals.  Communicate the plan.Clarity, context and candorPersonnel Evaluations, tell the truthFundamental moral link between effort and reward or effectiveness and reward? Differentiated Support/Resources: People, Time and MoneyAcademic time, individual attention and quality teachingFormulas from funding bodies lead to formulas distributing fundsKnow where you are spending your dollarsWeighted student staffing, range from $4,000 to $10,200Turnaround strategy. Over half of the elementary and middle school students below standard are in just over a third of the schools.  Must address performance in the bottom third of our schools.  Achieving significant improvement at the elementary school level will require taking on performance at CMS’s lowest-achieving schools.



Technology 
 Learning Outcomes Increase When Instruction is Closely 

Targeted to Students’ Individual Needs 
 How do you Deliver Personalized Teaching and Learning in 

Today’s Classroom? 
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Technology: Little House on the Prairie story, power downSchools can’t remain holdouts to the digital revolution.For some students, the least they are engaged in technology is when they are at school.Even the best teachers face stiff challenges in meeting the diverse needs of their students.  A single elementary or middle school classroom can contain, for instance, students who read on two or three different grade levels and that range grows even wider as students move into high school.  Is it reasonable to expect a teacher to address all the needs of 25 or 30 students when some are reading on a fourth-grade level and others are ready for Tolstoy?  We must equip educators with the best technology available to make instruction more effective and efficient.  By better using technology to collect data on student learning and shape individualized instruction, we can help transform our classrooms and lessen the burden on teachers’ time.



A Transformation Must Occur 
 Education Must be Highly Customized, Personalized 
 Schools Must Become Intelligent, Data-Driven, and 

Accountable 
 Content Must be Digitized, Highly Engaging, Accessible and 

Flexible 
 Learning Must Extend Beyond the Classroom 
 Technology Will NEVER Replace Great Teachers 
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Students need personalized learning tools and strategies that meet them at their level and support them through mastery of the standards. For students, digital innovation can bring more engaging, personalized and productive learning, better preparing them for college and for the future job market. Teachers need to support students as they progress to mastery of the standards with the best possible content, tools and strategies. For teachers, digital innovation can mean less time spent on grading, classroom management and preparation, and more time on the craft of teaching, helping them tailor instruction to match students’ needs and enjoy more rewarding professional careers. Education leadership needs to ensure the most effective and efficient use of resources to support student successFor parents, it can bring a closer connection to their child’s needs and accomplishments, and can open up meaningful ways to support their progress. 1943, Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, physiological, safety, belonging, esteem, self-actualization. 2011, food/water, shelter, internet/mobile phoneShould not call to stop investment, should call to invest more because we need to get it right



• What are the 
assessment and 
other relevant data? 

• What instruction 
have my students 
received? 

• What do the data 
mean? 

• Are students at or 
below mastery? 

•What is my action plan 
for each student? 
•Which instruction will 

have the greatest 
impact? 
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As states adopt the Common Core standards and schools re-orient instruction towards them, they need a tight feedback process between instruction, assessment, analysis and action.  But few teachers are prepared to spend part of their day on data analysis and re-planning instruction. They need tools to help make that feasible in a packed day. Most assessment platforms focus on collecting and reporting raw score data. But teachers need help with a lot more than that.There are two key stages beyond the raw data (the What stage): understanding what the data means (So What); and deciding what to do as a result (Now What). Just giving teachers the What—raw scores—results in very few of them making it all the way to Now What—effective action. A web based system that enables teachers to explore the data and the recommendations, and help them act upon themWhat, assessment and other relevant data, what instruction my students have received: So What, what do the data mean, are students at or below mastery: Now What, what is my action plan for each student, which instruction will have the greatest impact.Provide information about teacher effectivenessMake recommendations for professional development for teachersAssessment is not just about kids taking tests and showing data results of where they are. Assessment is larger than that.  Assessment is about where students are, and then how you can use assessment to measure program effectiveness, how can it be used as a tool for teacher effectiveness, and driving professional development needs, and how can it be used as a tool to drive individual instruction in the classroom; how it can reveal holes in student learning, then recommend the individualized instruction the student needs.  Assessment is a critical, relevant part of the teaching process.
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